Information on your destination Hapimag La Madrague
Getting there
Car
By motorway from Lyon:
After Lyon, continue on the A7 to the "Aix-En-Provence/Marseille" junction (approx. 275 km). Here, take the
A8 towards "Aix en Provence/Toulon" (approx. 30 km), then the A52 towards Toulon, and soon after (approx.
25 km) the A50, again in the direction of Toulon – after approx. 18 km, leave the motorway at Exit 10 "St Cyr
sur Mer/Les Leques". At the first roundabout, follow the direction of St. Cyr sur Mer, at the two following
roundabouts take the direction of La Madrague. After the “Les Baumelles” campsite you’ll come across
another roundabout; head towards La Madrague/Le Port. Past the harbour in La Madrague, drive uphill for
approx. 100 m then turn right onto “Boulevard Anatole Ducros”. This street is marked with a “No entry,
residents only” sign (in French: “sauf riverains”). Continue down this street, past the bend in the road, and
you’ll be right outside our door.
The resort has two secure entrances: the main gate is below it and the second one above it. The best way to
get to the main gate below the resort is to enter the address Avenue Anatole Ducros in your navigation
system or the coordinates 5° 41' 31.3" E 43° 9' 45.7" N.
From Nice Airport:
Take the motorway towards Marseille-Aix en Provence. Important: After driving around 65 km, take the A57
towards Toulon in Le Cannet des Maures. Drive through Toulon and around 30 km past Toulon take the St.
Cyr sur Mer/Les Lecques exit. Then follow the same instructions as described in “By motorway from Lyon”.
From Marseille Airport:
Drive along the D20D towards Aix-en-Provence/A7. Turn onto the D20. After approximately 18 km, turn onto
the D9 and then onto the A51 towards Aix-en-Provence. Switch to the A8/E80 towards
Toulon/Nice/Aix-Fenouillères. Drive along the A52 towards Aubagne and after about 5 km take the A50
towards Toulon. Take exit 10 "St Cyr sur Mer/Les Lecques". Then follow the same instructions as described in
“By motorway from Lyon”.
Public transport
Take the train to station St. Cyr-Les Lecques-La Cadière. At the station St. Cyr-Les Lecques-La Cadière you
need to continue by taxi. It is recommended to book the taxi in advance, as there are not always any available
at the station.
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Arrival outside reception opening hours
If you arrive after reception opening hours, we deposit the key card to your apartment for you.
1. When you arrive, use the keypad on the left of the upper or lower gate to enter the entry code, and
drive through to reception. Please contact the resort to ask for the current code before your arrival.
2. The digibox is located to the right of the main entrance door to the reception.
3. Enter your membership number and press the # key. You will find your membership number on the
reservation confirmation.
4. Take out the key card . With that card you can open the door to the reception and later also the door to
your apartment.
5. We will prepare an envelope with further information for you which you find at the reception desk.
6. The key card is valid until the next day at 11.00 am. As soon as you register at the reception, you will
receive a new one and also your internet access codes.
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